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Executive Summary
1. When the digital wave overtook the telecommunication industry it created opportunities for
the creative use of electronic communications in all industries, including the banking (e.g.
ATMs) and financial services sectors (e.g. online financial information services). Now the
Internet wave is creating new opportunities, especially through the World Wide Web, but it
is also posing new challenges. Among these are the problems of systems integration in
linking front-end access and services to back-office administration and security; the
challenge to business managers and to IT professionals to work together to translate the
commercial potential offered by ICTs (information communications technologies) into real
new business; the ease of new entry into geographical and market segments, for example,
the ease of entry into online stocks trading, and the threat this poses to incumbents; and the
shortage of what Michael Blumer (Bank of America) refers to as ‘creatives’ as opposed
to the ‘techies’ in the banking and financial services world.
2. Michael Blumer went on to make the point that only three banks are even offering
Internet-type services in Hong Kong at this stage, and, as Raymond Li (Hong Kong
Monetary Authority) pointed out, one of these is a proprietary system and so not truly
Internet banking. A key question for the culture of the banking community is how to move
forward from a ‘bricks and mortar’ view of banking. In the coming world of third generation
mobile cellphones and other access technologies, such as PDAs, remote banking will
become a mass commodity. But realistically the mass market is a way off, and banks will
remain cautious to look for the genuine business first. But as Raymond Li, and Cody Cain
(FirstEcom.com) both emphasized, Hong Kong has a reputation for being an early adopter
of suitable technologies (especially mid-range, EPS, ATMs and cellphones being obvious
examples) and it is reasonable to expect the market to develop quite fast. Indeed, a recent
study by KMPG suggests 70 per cent of licenced banks in Hong Kong have plans to
introduce web-based services over the coming 5 years. (How accelerated those plans
become will be worth monitoring).
3. Raymond Li, went on to explain the view of the banking regulator, the HKMA, which also
urges a ‘due diligence’ cautious approach, indirectly for commercial reasons but directly for
security reasons. A serious breach of security would undoubtedly cause public alarm and
hinder commercial development. Broadly, there are three regulatory approaches: the handsoff approach favoured, for example, in the USA, where banks are essentially self-regulating;
the supervisory approach which issues guidelines, policies and procedures to follow; and the
due diligence approach, as in Hong Kong where the HKMA closely monitors events but
more in an advisory and supportive role, leaving issues such as technological standards and
services to individual banks and the market to determine.
4. Cody Cain addresses a crucially important issue for the successful development of ecommerce: how to facilitate online transactions payments? He notes that First Data, a
company few people will recognize, handle around 60 per cent of all credit card
transactions in the USA. This behind-the-scenes outsourcing activity by a highly focused
specialist company allows for very scaleable and therefore cost-effective operations, a role
FirstEcom.com sees for Asia. Although much attention is paid to security concerns, in the
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USA online fraud only amounts to between 3-6 per cent of transactions, and this includes
both problems with credit card processing and the problem of failure of delivery by
merchants. Currently, only the USA offers a mass market for Internet-based commerce, but
two factors favour opportunities for Hong Kong: its early adopter characteristics, and the
fact that few web-sites are yet in Chinese and few transact in HK dollars.
Charles Mok (Hong Kong Internet Service Providers Association and HKNet)
introduced the second session by identifying five key issues facing the Internet service
providers in Hong Kong: the competitive strength of Cable & Wireless HKT’s (renamed
from Hongkong Telecom) Internet arm, the dependence of ISPs on Cable & Wireless
HKT’s network, the per minute PNETs (public non-exclusive telecommunications service
licences) charges payable to Cable & Wireless HKT for line occupancy time, the cost of
international bandwidth facilities from Cable & Wireless HKT’s gateway (exclusive until
January 2000), the shortage and cost of broadband availability in the domestic market.
Each of these concerns hinges upon the timetable and implementation of liberalization of the
Hong Kong telecoms market. [Under the Framework Agreement, March 1998,
international simple resale was introduced in January 1999 with the issuing of
External Telecommunications Services (ETS) licences, and additional gateway
facilities licences will be issued from January 2000. The number of domestic Fixed
Telecommunications Network Services (FNS) licences will remain at four until 2003,
but fixed wireless local loop and satellite services are to be completely liberalized
from 2000.]
Mahesh Sundaram (Intel Corporation) followed by reviewing the impact of the Internet
on traditional business models, arguing a shift from a vendor-centric to a customer-centric
approach. This will necessitate businesses eliminating or automating low value-added tasks
and equipping staff with the communications and computing technologies to focus on
customers and on high value end business. Hong Kong’s free wheeling commercial
environment together with its strength in wireless and mobile technology would be a
particular advantage in adapting to the new Internet-dominated business environment.
On the future of ISPs, Mahesh Sundaram spelt out various possibilities, all of which
involve going beyond basic access services to providing value-added such as the
aggregation and distribution of product and services information for businesses, setting up
‘server farms’ to service data banks and call centre facilities, and running company training
programmes. But underlying all these strategies is bandwidth. One statistic says it all: Hong
Kong has about 233 megabytes of international bandwidth available for Internet
connectivity, Intel Corporation around 256 megabytes. Getting the bandwidth is crucial if
Hong Kong is to add the Internet to its regional telecoms hubbing advantages.
Hong Kong’s hubbing advantages were also stressed by Hanson Cheah (AsiaTech) in
discussing the appeal of Hong Kong for investors. There are three main sources of funds:
traditional private equity investors, typically investing US$500m upwards, who see Internet
business as just one among many opportunities; there are a lot of wealthy private investors,
often acting as ‘angels’; and there are local companies increasingly interesting in Internet
opportunities. AsiaTech is one of three companies appointed by the Hong Kong SAR
Government to administer the venture capital Applied Research Fund (HSBC Private

Equity Management Ltd and Walden International Investment Group, WIIG, are the
two others) and typically gets involved beyond simple investment and equity holding by
providing support for management and marketing, introducing business contacts, even
attending board meetings. On the NASDAQ Internet stock prices are rarely measured
against traditional valuation ratios, such as p/e or profitability, but rather by dollars per
subscriber or a multiple of revenue or whatever. This is not appropriate to Hong Kong
where a mass market in e-commerce does not exist and Hong Kong companies are not yet
major players in global e-commerce, so more traditional valuation methods remain
appropriate.
9. The exit strategy (getting the money back with a profit) is important for any venture capital
fund. Companies around Asia are attracted to the NASDAQ, but second boards, such as
Hong Kong’s Growth Enterprise Market (GEM) which opens this year, are offering new
possibilities. Another route is the growing interest by US firms in Internet companies in Asia,
and AsiaTech is particularly interested in this route, which also offers opportunities for Hong
Kong companies to gain access to US technologies and know-how. AsiaTech
conceptualizes Internet start-up businesses according to three layers: infrastructure
(applications such as broadband wireless), technology (for example, search engines focused
upon professional services), and e-commerce where selling content and services is the
business.
10. Matthew Richardson (Property Market Intelligence Ltd) represents a good example
of the third category, and was the very first web-based business recipient of Applied
Research Funding from AsiaTech. Matthew Richardson made the point that after just 18
months, when his company was starting up, sources of venture funding in Hong Kong are
already much more plentiful. At the beginning his company turned to a group of local
‘angels’ to raise the first US$250,000, but by the time his funding requirements had gone
through US$1 million the need was to talk to venture capitalists. He points to the growing
number of Silicon Valley and Taiwanese players now passing through Hong Kong on the
lookout for business investment opportunities in web-based businesses, and stresses the
need for web-based business ventures to keep close contact with developments in Silicon
Valley. After one such visit in February during which he discovered a new product he had
to rewrite his business plan by March, such is the need for up-to-the-minute information on
product development and speed of reaction. Trends in the US show the ISP market slowing
down and the content side of the business growing, but he also stresses caution, the need
for a clear focus on either content or distribution.
11. On Hong Kong’s future, Matthew Richardson sees the need to get costs down, including
the costs of leased circuits, to relax visa restrictions on IT professionals, and the need to
build on areas of strength, in particular areas such as Asia region financial and professional
services. He also makes the point that good infrastructure alone does not make Hong Kong
into an IT centre, it is rather a matter of unending inventiveness and innovation.
12. Hong Kong’s traditional advantage of being a gateway to mainland China was rarely
stressed during the forum, although it was implied by much of the discussion, for example
the potential for Chinese websites. Duncan Clark (BDA China Ltd) concluded the panel
of speakers with an update on China’s burgeoning Internet sector, based upon a survey just

completed by BDA (China) Ltd. A key recent development has been a major reduction in
telephone charges by China Telecom in March 1999. For example, a fixed line costs
around Rmb1,000 (approx. US$130) but a second line (e.g. for a computer) now costs
only Rmb 235 (US$30). China Telecom is offering Internet access for US$10-20 per
month average for 60 hours usage, but a line charge of Rmb1.3/minute has to be added.
Corporate leased circuits are also becoming much more available, as are local Internet
start-ups seeking funding. Current official estimates of Internet users in China stand at 6.7
million. If the good news is that Internet is becoming more available and cheaper to access,
the less good news lies in the demographics. As yet, most users are concentrated in lowincome student populations, according to the survey. Duncan Clark concludes that the
best way at this stage to view China’s Internet sector is from the bottom up: first
infrastructure projects, including access technologies; second, integration focused business;
third, the ISPs themselves. On this basis, China is forecast to become a tier one market
within three to four years.
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The question is are they ready. I have 15 minutes to say no; but I think the answer would
actually be that they would like to be ready. I think that Hong Kong is still in the throes as are
many other countries, the bankers in those countries are coming to terms with technology that
directly impinges upon the success or failure of electronic payment. For a long, long term IT
was very much behind closed doors, reporting to the Chief Financial Officer. It came out of the
closet and became these little magic windows that people pulled money out of. But it didn’t
really impinge on the customer interaction and banking relationships. And for most banks,
branches were still important to a bank. Now we have technology that directly goes out of the
customers’ home and all of a sudden we’re a little bit scared. I think that for most banks
they’ve looked at the internet as being very much the first step; that is instead of having to send
brochures in the mail I can put information on the web and have people look at my products. I
can change them fairly frequently to tell them what the latest interest rate is or to encourage them
to come into a branch and do their banking business.
What does it mean for bankers in Hong Kong? They have to really start working out what they
need to do in making coherent plans in the way they use technology in servicing customers’
financial needs.
Some of you from banks may beg to differ on the readiness of some of the banks but overall
one can see that most banks are still looking at the brochure. This is what we sell. A few banks
have ventured into online applications. Some of them you can print the application form off on a
local printer, fill out the information and post it in. But there are very few banks that have gone
that big, big step. And I think partly that’s a fear of a lot of IT people, especially for the webbased banking is that all of a sudden they’ve got to hook it up to all those wonderful systems
that have finally been glued together which have been Y2K tested and everything else, and all of
a sudden we have another channel to which we have to hook up our systems. You can see
there are very few banks that have what we would call on-line banking, where you can do
transfers or payments and all that sort of thing. Or, in fact, get acknowledgement that your loan
has been processed.
I think there was an announcement today that the Bank of East Asia is now doing securities
trading on-line.
So, why aren’t they ready? They’ve got a number of things they have to address. How they
are going to service the customer and be able to provide a consistent way of servicing the
customer whether it’s through phones, ATMs, web sites or in a branch. How will a person who

know that when log on to an internet site to make a complaint that they get some feedback that
their complaint has been registered or managed? At the moment most banks can’t even handle
that between a telephone conversation and walking into a branch, and we’re adding another
channel that’s going to challenge the bankers in trying to provide service that up to now has
always been a challenge.
Back office: the same thing. We have new channels coming in where there are applications to
workplace systems, loan processing systems. And I would say in most instances they do not.
Knowing the customer: for most banks things like data warehousing and those sort of customer
activities are still remote. Being able to use the internet to make a profit from other than just
lowering a transaction cost, will depend on how you cross-sell your products. The opportunity
disappears if you don’t have the right “push” or at least the ability to indicate to the customer
what perhaps they would like to buy from that bank. We have the idea of a data-warehouse as
something that encourages the phoneseller or telemarketer to try to push for something that the
bank would like to sell, that particular customer also needs to be added to that on-line internet
banking system. Those things are a challenge and most banks are a long, long way from being
able to achieve that.
There are technical barriers for a lot of institutions. Systems themselves; we are now adding
another channel which provides a whole series of interconnections between applications that a
lot of technologists are trying to come to grips with. Of course this is a system that generally
needs to be available 24-hours a day. In between surfing for things that you do at 12 o’clock at
night when you’re surfing on the net and doing a transfer of a bill that you forgot to pay. Those
things need to be available if you’re going to call yourself a real on-line banking system.
Some of the restrictions are I guess environmental. One of them is the Hong Kong lifestyle.
For most institutions the challenge and the availability and the environment is going to be more
things like mobile phones. Certainly the mobile phone pick-up or being able to transfer or what
have you is possibly going to be more of a challenge to internet banking in Hong Kong than any
other type of service that is being mooted at the moment.
I think there’s a real advantage for the small banks in Hong Kong. That if the management of
that institution, the technology that exists today is versatile enough then they will have a lot better
opportunity of making this work than perhaps a large bank that is just trying to consolidate its
market share. This is a real chance for a small bank to get that competitive edge in this
environment, provided they’re smart, provided that they’re not constricted by this bricks-andmortar attitude of the appearance of a successful banking institution which is utterly engrained in
the culture of bankers. As I said mobile phones, ATMs, kiosks, all of those take away from the
internet banking and going the next step, going past the brochures and the on-line loan
application, the amount of technical effort and cost in supporting that environment, for firewalls
that are required and tested, the development costs of continually upgrading that environment is
going to all add to the cost of putting in a real on-line banking system. I think that the availability

of good people in Hong Kong is way short of what it should be. I’m talking about both the
creatives who design and make the internet site attractive, as well as the technologists who do
that slog -- I’m not talking about the high-paid graphics designers or even the telco people who
put the firewalls in place, I’m talking about the application developers who have yet another link
that they have to support and maintain. Those sort of people are thin on the ground in Hong
Kong.
I think that apart from the banking side there’s the customer side. People still like to use cash.
For the last couple of years with this enthusiasm for smart cards which seems to have
disappeared from the radar screen these days, is that it was great for the merchant, great for the
bank but it had absolutely real benefit for the consumer. I still wonder why I have an Octopus
card rather than a stored-value card for the MTR. To me it adds no extra benefit other than I
don’t have to take the card out of my wallet when I walk through the turnstile. But HK$50
deposit and not being able to get the extra ride at the end of stored-value ticket is no benefit.
So that’s not really taking away from the cash benefit of why people use ATMs or why people
go into a branch. The majority of people using the internet do not use it for financial
transactions. That will change and I think it’s partly to do with fear of security. I read
somewhere recently that the web is more secure if you put it on a secure site than if you hand
your card to a waiter in a restaurant. I think that the internet banking site cannot be something
that is just another piecemeal solution; that you have to go to the ATM to do x, you have to go
to the internet to do y, but you still have to go into the branch to sign something. I think that
that’s where the drive for the business side of things needs to provide how internet banking will
work. Of course, in this chaotic environment we want to get it out because everybody else is
doing it and they want to have an internet banking site, and that’s all there is to it. It has just
become another difficult thing to manage. I think that smart banks, even if they’re not doing the
thing right up front, are moving towards a coherent banking service.
Focus has been on brochures and that is probably the easiest and that will be the challenge, to
get over that hurdle. As I said, the banks are very keen, apart from the fact that they’ve had to
concentrate on Y2K, that security and regulatory hurdles that people had to overcome, internet
banking environment in Hong Kong I don’t see at this point anything I’ve seen in Hong Kong as
far as internet banking or trading would provide it a competitive edge in the near future. I think
the biggest challenge for that is the intellectual capital that is being put into actually making it
happen as apart from talking about the way that internet banking will be a good thing.

RAYMOND LI LING-CHEUNG
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR BANKING POLICY
HONG KONG MONETARY AUTHORITY

(Presentation slides follow text)
I’ve been asked to talk about the implication of on-line banking for Hong Kong as a regional
financial centre. I think this is a very good time to talk about this issue because as some of you
are aware, we have actually recently completed a consultancy study on the future development
of the banking industry for the next 5 years. Quite a number of trends have been identified and
technology is obviously a very important part of it.
So today I talk briefly about global trends and technology as a driving force; internet banking in
Hong Kong. I think my information is a little bit different from Mike’s. The HKMA’s policy
and regulatory approach. I will cover very briefly our potential concerns including security
issues and customer protection as I know you don’t like potential issues. So I will talk a lot
about the government initiative. I am glad to see that Ms Jessie Ting is here so she can correct
me if I’m wrong. And also a little bit of discussion on the implications for Hong Kong’s banking
industry.
Technology as a driving force: technology has been identified as one of the main driving forces
for the future change of the banking industry, not only in Hong Kong but in the world. A major
reason is the obvious continued increase in computing power and declining costs. The first
incentive for banks to adopt more technology is obviously that this is a more cost-effective
delivery channel. Now however technology development is actually much more than simply a
cost saving exercise. It also provides new and economic ways for creating, selling and
delivering financial services. I think the banking industry is very, very excited about the potential
capability in cross selling their products with the introduction of things like internet banking. In
due course I do think that technology will go far beyond that. It will become a major
competitive factor in distinguishing between the successful and less successful players. We in
the Monetary Authority are working towards a more liberalised and open banking system in the
next few years, as recommended in the consultancy study done by KPMG. Some of their
recommendations are, for example, total removal of interest rate regulation, abolishing the onebranch policy altogether. What will that mean to banks in terms of competition? That means
that when a customer comes into your bank branch and asks I’d like to open a savings account,
what is the interest rate you will offer me? This is a non-question today because everybody will
get the same rate. In future this will not be the case. In making that decision and competing
effectively with other banks you will need to know what’s the value of that customer to you.
Meaning you want to know whether his other deposits are with you, what is his history, whether
he has a mortgage loan with you or what other banking facilities does he maintain with you, so
that you can decide how big a smile you put on your face. And what percentage basis point
you offer to your customer. That will require a lot of effort of upgrading your technology, having

proper information systems showing you individual customers’ profitability report. That requires
quite a lot of effort investing in datawarehousing, dataminding etc.
Technology will completely change the competitive landscape of our banking industry not long in
the future; maybe three to five years. Bankers will start to query whether they are right setting
up so many branches, what business are the branches bringing them as compared to the web
site on the internet. Are they doing the right business? Is the fee structure right? Am I paying
my depositors well enough to keep them with me. And also I’m sure there will be new
mysteries arising from this. I think very soon there will be web pages claiming that they will do
research on bank interest rates so that you don’t need to telephone the banks when you want to
make a deposit, you just go to one web page and you see all the interest rates offered by all the
banks in Hong Kong, for example. That will mean that banks may be facing new competitors;
meaning that a high value-added part of the business may be done elsewhere, not with the bank
ie, the searching process. This is quite a lot of food for thought for the banking industry.
As regard the current status of internet banking in Hong Kong, I think I have a little bit of
difference of opinion from Mike. I think, for example, internet banking is actually very much
superior from a customer’s point of view to telephone banking, in terms of its visibility, if nothing
else. I don’t know how many times you have done your bill paying through telephone banking.
I don’t use auto-pay, for example, I do pay my telephone bills using telephone banking services.
But I find it so difficult to know all the loops and hoops of pressing buttons, confirming that I
have done the right thing etc. I find it quite troublesome. Particularly because nowadays people
have to settle telephone bills from two or three companies. Maybe you have a data and fax line.
So simply paying your telephone bill can take you 20 minutes going through all the buttonpressing. With internet banking I think I can do it in a much more comfortable and convenient
manner. So I think it is very useful. Obviously internet banking also has the benefit of costsaving versus a conventional bank branch. I think nowadays there are only two banks that have
internet banking on-line instead of the three shown by Mike’s slides. I note that he is actually
right that you can do on-line banking with three banks at the moment but one of them is actually
not a true internet bank as it goes through a private website. It looks like internet banking but
it’s not as it doesn’t go through the internet.
I think there are favourable market factors in Hong Kong for the development of internet
banking and actually the general deployment of technology in the banking business. One of
them is obviously the sophisticated telecommunications infrastructure which must be one of the
best in the world. Product innovation and new players: recently we’ve seen the new players’
interest in the market developing new products like buying stocks over the telephone, and
partnering of some major players to develop and exploit the potential in this market. Also of
sizeable population of internet users. All of these factors I haven’t put up here (slides) but I
think quite a significant advantage of Hong Kong over many other places in the development of
internet banking and the actual deployment of more technology in financial services, is the
courage of Hong Kong people in using technology and the first behavioural pattern that they
display. I remember I attended one conference in the US listening to the then CEO of Citibank,

talking about the introduction of ATMs in the US. They say it took more than 10 years for
people to accept the use of ATM. But in Hong Kong the ATM was accepted almost
immediately. One reason why smartcards like the Octopus in Hong Kong hasn’t taken up in the
US is consumer issues. Like, if I lose my smartcard who is responsible. Hong Kong people
are quite willing to accept the fact that if you lose your card it’s like you lose your money; that’s
it. They are willing to accept it. I’ve just seen an article in the press this morning saying that the
volume of electronic commerce in Hong Kong is actually double that of Singapore. That is
despite the fact that there is a conscious effort on the part of Singapore, lobbying government to
push e-commerce. I think Hong Kong people are very receptive to new technology and very
interested in using this kind of product and new channels. This is a very big plus for Hong
Kong.
I mentioned that two banks have launched internet banking. Another one has launched
something like that. Others are keeping their presence on the internet in the form of web pages.
Maybe others are in the very advanced stage of planning. For example, JETCO has announced
the development of virtual ATM services which will be available to all their members is due
course. And there is a very sizeable number of institutions interested to offer such services
within the next three years. In actual fact the result of the survey done by KPMG shows that
70% of licensed banks in Hong Kong are planning to introduce service on the web in the next 5
years.
Our view is that the banking industry does recognise technology as a global driving force and
market forces are actually working in respect of internet banking, quite favourably, and the
prospect of development is quite good. We are supportive of this development. Our policy is
that technological advancement presents substantial opportunities. It also brings new risk to the
banking industry. The ability to effectively deploy technology is critical for competitiveness for
banks in the future. The question is not whether or not banks should accept this risk, it is about
how to manage that risk. Our policy objective is that internet banking should develop on a
sound and secure basis and this is the cornerstone of our whole policy.
Our regulatory approach at the moment: there are quite a few options of regulatory
approaches, for example, one is a hands-off approach which basically puts all the responsibility
on banks and they decide what they want to do. This is basically the approach adopted by the
US regulators. The second approach is a due-diligence approach. This is basically the
approach that we are adopting. We will discuss with individual institutions which want to
introduce internet banking to ensure all risks are considered. Another possible approach is to
provide supervisory guidelines on controls, policies and procedures etc. Basically setting the
standard for the industry. This is a more prescriptive approach to set the standards for the
industry. As I said our policy is basically one of due diligence. This is because regulators are
notoriously behind industry and we do not pretend that we are the exception. On things like
technology whatever standard we set will be quickly outdated by the industry and at the initial
stage of development of the market we do not really know in which direction that market might
be going. So our approach is really to let the market try it out and let market forces decide who

are the winners and who are the losers. This is the same approach for example that we have
adopted in respect of smartcards. Unlike some other governments in the region where they
have one single standard for a smartcard, which everybody must adopt. Our approach is that
we do not know whether that is the best practice and standard and whether it will be accepted
by the people or not. So we let the market decide. We believe the market will.
Correct me if I am wrong but I think the government is working on the legal framework for
electronic transactions and certificates of authority. This will be introduced into Legco within
this month, I think. It is extremely important that we have a proper legal framework to make
sure that a digital signature is what it means – a signature – and has the same effect as if you are
signing a contract in handwritten form. Such authorities will need to be regulated and
coordinated in a way that they are interoperable. The Hong Kong Post is establishing the public
key infrastructure and will launch its Certificate of Authority services by end of this year. Again,
this is what I’m told. Electronic services delivery schemes will be up and running in the latter
half of 2000. We fully welcome these government initiatives and fully support them.
The implications for Hong Kong’s banking industry: as I said, I think that Hong Kong’s banking
sector is in a very good position to capitalise on these developments. However, we are
concerned that any changes should take place on a sound and secure basis. I keep repeating
these words “sound and secure”. Why? Because I think we have all the necessary factors for
Hong Kong to develop in this area, despite all the shortcomings that have been mentioned by
Michael. For example, shortage of human resources etc. But do not forget that Hong Kong is
very good at importing the right people. So we do have quite a lot of competitive advantage in
this area. Now, however, confidence is a fairly delicate thing especially insofar as the consumer
is concerned. If, at the early stages of development we are not careful and some kind of
accident happens to certain banks’ web sites – some customer data got stolen or balance got
changed – that will affect customer confidence to all other similar products and that will hamper
the development of internet banking in Hong Kong, not help it. So it doesn’t work to put
anything you have up your sleeve on the web and try it out etc. Because once you go wrong on
that it will take a long time for you to recover. But it will also cost the confidence in other similar
products in other industry players. So this is very important.
What that means is that there will be quite a lot of investment in technology etc. Some
consolidation in the banking industry may be necessary. I noted Michael’s point that this may
be a chance for smaller banks but there are arguments on both sides. A coordinated approach
for the financial services sector and the community as a whole is very important. So that
whatever infrastructure we implement at the end of the day make sure that they work on bank
accounts, on security accounts, they work for acquiring government services and other things.
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»
»
»

Sophisticated telecommunications infrastructure
Product innovation and new players
Sizeable population of internet users

Customer-oriented financial services

λ

3

4

HKMA’s Policy

Internet Banking in Hong Kong
λ

Latest development
»
»

»

λ

2 banks launched internet banking in 1998
Some others are at advanced stage of planning (e.g., JETCO
to offer virtual ATM services)
A sizeable number of institutions interested to offer such
services within next few years

HKMA’s view
»

»

»

Banking industry does recognise the technology as a global
driving force
Market force is working in respect of internet banking and
the prospect of development is real
HKMA is supportive of this development
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λ

Technological advancement presents substantial
opportunities, it also brings new risks to the
banking industry.

λ

The ability to effectively deploy technology is
critical for competitiveness.

λ

The question is not whether or not banks should
accept the risks, it is about how to manage them.

λ

The HKMA’s policy objective is that internet
banking should develop on a sound and secure
basis.
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HKMA’s Regulatory Approach
λ

HKMA’s Regulatory Approach

Options for regulatory approach

λ

(1) A “hands-off” approach which gives banks the
discretion to determine what to do
(2) “Due diligence” approach - discuss with individual
institutions to ensure that all risks are considered
(3) Provide supervisory guidelines on controls,
policies and procedures, etc

HKMA’s current position
»

Not favouring “hands-off” and “prescriptive”
approach

»

HKMA’s current position is that the “due
diligence” approach is appropriate

»

In due course, we may adopt some supervisory
guidelines, when the market matures

(4) A “prescriptive” approach detailing the standards
and technologies that should be adopted
»

7

Implications for Hong Kong’s
Banking Industry

Government’s Initiatives
λ

8

Government’s initiatives
»

»

»

»

Legal framework for electronic transactions and CAs
to be introduced into the LegCo within this month
Hongkong Post is establishing the public key
infrastructure and will launch its CA service by end1999
Electronic Service Delivery scheme (ESD) Government services online and the first phase to be
implemented in the latter half of 2000
HKMA welcomes and fully supports these initiatives
9

λ

The Hong Kong banking sector is in a good
position to capitalise on the developments

λ

Changes should take place on a sound and
secure basis

λ

Consolidation may be required

λ

Coordinated approach for the financial
services sectors and the community as a whole
10

CODY CAIN
FIRST ECOM.COM

(Presentation slides follow text)
FirstEcom.com is an internet protocol processing company. It is newly-established in Hong
Kong and is publicly-traded in the States on the Nasdaq. I would like to talk to you today
about some of the opportunities and challenges that are available to the banking industry in
Hong Kong. Looking at what is going to transform the industry, which is what we believe is the
e-commerce revolution. The internet started in the US with first generation web sites in about
1995/96. That generation is what I feel is being adopted in Hong Kong right now – first
generation web sites at US$30,000 – 50,000. The next generation is US$100,000 – 200,000.
The third generation, which I believe the US is in right now, is the US$1million and above web
site. Companies are being reengineered to use internet technology to take advantage of the
opportunities that are now becoming available in the industry right now with regard to ecommerce.
January 1998 with Yahoo.com reaching record heights in its stock prices, E-bay, Amazon.com,
these companies started to launch the awareness of what is possible with e-commerce and the
internet. Now really, if we look at it, the only place this is happening right now is in the US. If
you look at Europe there’s very little e-commerce activity, very little internet activity. In Asia
it’s the same story. Why is that? There’s a huge pent-up demand in the market. If you look at
all these businesses with the potential to sell globally and they’re not there. Why? There are
some key critical factors that are limiting Asian and European merchants from taking advantage
of the e-commerce opportunity. I am going to talk about how Hong Kong can take a
leadership position in the Asian market, as well as the world market.
First of all what are the challenges? In Asia and Europe there’s a lack of credit card processing
capabilities. This is a critical element of being able to conclude a transaction over the internet.
The US has got all sorts of companies that can do that. Has anybody ever heard of a company
called First Data? It is a US$90 billion company which recently hit record highs on the NYSE.
Why haven’t all of you heard of them. When you walk into a store and take a credit card out to
buy something, and the shop swipes it through the PRS machine, you take your shirt and wear it
and at the end of the month you get a statement that says you went to Giordano and bought a
polo shirt for HK$120. What happens from the time you swipe that card to the time you get
the bill? There’s a gap there. I didn’t care what happened. The only time I started to care is
when I started working with FirstEcom. I started having to find out what happens from one
stage to the next. Most people don’t care which is why most people don’t know who First
Data is. This company does 60% of all credit card transactions in the US. That’s about 25% of
the GDP in the US. That’s a huge number of credit card transaction processing. They do about
95% of my credit card processing. There’s no First Data in Asia or in Europe. That’s a major
limiting factor for merchants in both these regions to be able to take advantage of the ecommerce revolution. Internet penetration is still low – Mr Li mentioned it’s growing rapidly but

it’s still relatively low. It’s still a new thing in Hong Kong – paying your bills over the telephone
has caught on well but we’re only just starting to see the opportunities available. Proposed ecommerce banking solutions right now are not scaleable and, in my opinion, are short-sighted.
They are not looking at a scaleable approach. They are not looking at where we can be in 5
years. Are we going to be able to handle the volumes? What are the number of merchants that
are going to come to us and require us to perform e-commerce related financial services? And
there’s also a perception of security risks.
Now the security, as was also mentioned by Mr Blumer, is a perception. Right now security is
not an issue over the internet. The main trading risk over the internet is not with a credit card
holder it’s with the merchant. The merchant who collects the information from the credit card
and doesn’t ship the goods. Then it’s up to the banks and the people who are approving online merchants to make sure those merchants are held accountable with deposits to cover the
frauds, with careful monitoring of each merchant and how they’re doing their business. It’s very
critical.
So what are the opportunities in the market today? Asia has many entrepreneurs who will very
avidly take advantage of the low start-up costs for on-line businesses. However, Asia is
renowned – especially Hong Kong – for its entrepreneurial flair, its ability to take risks. Its
people are willing to go out there and try something new. But right now, if one of these
merchants goes to a bank and says he wants to start a business, with an on-line idea and wants
to open a merchant account and take credit card payments over the internet, the bank takes the
bricks and mortar approach;
Bank: So where is your office?
Entrepreneur: I don’t have an office I work from home. My server is hosted by an ISP. Bank:
So where’s your warehouse then?
Entrepreneur: I don’t really have a warehouse. I drop ship out of China….
Bank: So do you currently have a merchant account with us?
Entrepreneur: Well, no, I just want to start one.
Bank: Come back in a couple of years….
This is a problem right now; a real issue. In the US there are credit card processing companies
and banks that are approving 90% of merchants. They take anybody. They realise that the
upside is so huge that the downside is negligible. Three to six percent fraud rate. That’s
relatively low if you start talking about the volumes. On-line fraud rate is so low. That 3-6%
includes traditional credit card processing. The on-line is a negligible security risk especially if
due diligence is done on the merchants.
So a global processing solution now exists. Hong Kong right now has the opportunity to
leapfrog past Singapore and the US in the e-commerce generation. There’s precedence for
this; the mobile phone. Where did the mobile phone start – in the US with CDMA. But in the
US the phones don’t work properly. Hong Kong is way ahead of the game in the use of
technology. As Mr Li says Hong Kong people are not afraid to embrace new technology, to try

something new. They have to be reassured that security is not an issue, rather it is an
opportunity. And if you look at the way that Hong Kong leapfrogged over the US as well as
pretty much the rest of the world, except maybe Finland, then the opportunity is there for ecommerce as well. As long as the banks recognise this as an opportunity and take action right
away.
We are at the beginning of a wave. We are right now where television was in the 1950s. It
started with the black-and-white tv. People said no way will tv take over from radio but they
didn’t realise that it was a totally separate entity and it’s grown into something we couldn’t
imagine. We have hand-held tvs now. That’s truly amazing technology. Things have changed
to the point where we couldn’t even imagine what it was like in 1950. Colour tv was
unimaginable in 1950. Now we have plasma screens. If you look at where we are now, in the
e-commerce and internet evolution, we are right at the beginning of the wave. The wave hasn’t
even started to crest yet. Now is the time to get involved in it.
So how can banks support e-commerce? They have basically two choices. Those two choices
are to build a proprietary e-commerce processing system or to outsource to a third-party ecommerce processor. A proprietary system is expensive to build and maintain. That’s why
First Data became a very successful company in the US, because they do the processing for
1,400 different banks. The banks do not have to invest in the infrastructure, upgrades,
maintenance, and everything else that it necessary to support a leading-edge IT infrastructure.
Banks are typically slow to implement; they are definitely not driven by technology. Basically
banks are good at handling money. That’s why we go to the bank; we trust them with our
money. You don’t go to the bank to get technical advice you go there to get financial advice.
So if the bank is to start using a new technology, if they’re not capable of adapting it quickly
then they should look to outsource, just like they do all the other services: IT, payroll etc.
Again, when you start to make these huge infrastructure investments, by the time it gets fully
implemented it’s out of date and needs to be upgraded again. That’s another cost. If banks are
paying this sort of money for these sorts of investments then interest rates go up. Also a homebuilt proprietary system may or may not work with other systems. That’s very relevant when
we talk about the emergence of the internet which is allowing multiple technologies and
languages to work together.
So the outsourcing model: going to a third-party which is not a bank, which will allow
processing capabilities for multiple banks. It is an open system, proven and tested. This is
leading-edge technology and again, an outsourcing company only has to focus on one
infrastructure and that’s all they do. It’s cost effective because multiple parties can use the
infrastructure. It’s scaleable, which is critical. It allows for processing of merchant applications
if necessary for banks. And it’s available now, not in 2 years.
So what do we do? We make multicurrency payment by credit card via the internet possible.
The idea behind our company is to provide a payment gateway between the merchants and the
merchant bank within the e-commerce environment. Enabling the merchant to sell their wares in

the global marketplace, that is the opportunity for merchants and banks. The more money a
merchant has coming in, the more money it has sitting in the bank, and the happier the bank is.
We provide credit card and financial payment processing alternatives to the bank. They can’t
do it now, they can outsource it. We provide an e-commerce gateway to local merchants for
global business expansion via the internet. That’s really the advantage of the internet, providing
local companies with the opportunity to provide a global service with global product
penetration. This idea, again, for FirstEcom developed out of necessity. Seeing that there were
merchants out there now who are not able to sell their products to the rest of the world over the
internet. That’s the critical point that’s been missing in the development of e-commerce in Asia
and in Europe. There’s tremendous pent-up demand in the market. I was recently in Berlin at
InternetWorld and spent literally 12 hours sitting with merchants who wanted to use our service
to get onto the internet to sell their products globally!
Right now this is the hottest growth sector this industry has seen in our lifetime and it’s moving at
breakneck speed. But Hong Kong is ready. The focus is on IT. A new CTO has been
assigned to the Hong Kong government; the ESD programme; the Cyberport; the recent
internet stock exuberance. Although there aren’t any real internet stocks in Hong Kong it’s
good to see they’re catching the fever! Again, our company is there and ready to service the
banks, merchants and ISPs to allow this to take place.

E-commerce
• E-commerce boom started in 1998

First Ecom.com

– Yahoo, Amazon.com, eBay, etc

• Only truly happening in the US market.
• Huge pent-up demand in Asia & Europe.
•

Internet credit card processing
http://www.firstecom.com
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Challenges

2

Opportunities

• Lack of online credit card processing
capabilities in Asia and Europe.
• Banks missing E-commerce processing
partner.
• Internet penetration still low
• Proposed E-commerce banking solutions
are not scalable and short sighted.
• Perception of security risks.

• Asia has many entrepreneurs who will take
advantage of the low start-up costs for
online businesses.
• A global processing solution now exists.
• Hong Kong has the opportunity to leapfrog
past Singapore and the US.
• We are at the beginning of the wave. Now
is the time to get on!
•
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How can Banks support
E-commerce?
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Proprietary System

TWO CHOICES
1. Build a proprietary E-commerce processing
system.
2. Outsource to a third party E-commerce
processor.
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• Expensive to build & maintain
• Slow to implement
– Technology does not drive the banks.

• Out of date by the time it is built.
• Not an open system.
•
•
•
•
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Outsourcing Model
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What First Ecom.com does

Open system
Proven and tested
Uses leading edge technology
Cost-effective
Scalable
Processing of merchant applications
Available now!

Makes multi-currency payment by
credit card via the internet possible
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First Ecom.com

Why First Ecom.com?

• Provides payment gateway between the
merchants and the merchant bank within the
E-commerce environment.
• Provides credit card and financial payment
processing alternatives to the banks.
• Provides an E-commerce gateway to local
merchants for global business expansion via
the Internet.
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• Idea developed out of necessity.
• Tremendous pent-up demand in the market.
• This is the hottest growth sector industry
has seen in our lifetime.
•
•
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Hong Kong is ready!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Focus on IT
ESD
Cyberport
Recent Internet stock exuberance
First Ecommerce Asia Ltd.
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During the discussion session the following points were raised:
Participant: Internet.com: what sort of acceptance and awareness do the Hong Kong
people have for internet banking? What studies have been done?
Raymond Li: the KPMG study is a very wide study covering the development of the whole
banking sector, so technology is identified as one of the driving forces. It hasn’t done a detailed
study on awareness of e-commerce etc. But I don’t know if this is too relevant in a sense
because I think Hong Kong people do not care whether this is called e-commerce or whatever;
they want to get the service. I think I did my first purchase over the internet two or three years
ago. Supermarket shopping. I didn’t give my credit card number although I don’t mind giving
it, but I chose the cash on delivery option. At that point in time nobody talked too much about
internet banking or e-commerce. Does it matter whether or not people know what is ecommerce or what is internet, as long as they are interested and want to do their daily business
through electronic media. That is important. If you are asking whether or not sufficient people
have access to the internet, I have seen actually quite different statistics in the forum briefing
paper. They have a widely different estimate. According to one fairly reliable estimate by AC
Nielsen in February 1999, 44% of professional managers, executives and business people and
34% of students in Hong Kong use internet. In terms of PC penetration, over 50% of all
households in Hong Kong have a pc. So I think nobody can say that people in Hong Kong are
not aware of the pc or don’t have access to the internet. I think penetration by those measures,
is fairly high.
Participant: In the future, who will have the power with the customers, the ISPs or the
banking software holders or the bank themselves?
Michael Blumer: I think the power is with the customer. I think that’s what this whole
evolution is all about – taking the power and giving it to the consumer themselves. That’s what
the software provides; it allows flexibility for a customer to get on it at 1.30am and do his
banking, whereas before he was stuck to bankers hours. We’re changing that.
Participant: Mr Li, you said that internet banking in Hong Kong would pose new risks to
the banking system. Could you elaborate on the two or three major risks that you see
and how the HKMA is going to deal with them.
Raymond Li: the first important area is the concern about security. This is a technical risk.
Two years ago we established a study group on electronic banking. We got together industry
professionals both from the banking industry and also the IT industry. We have produced two
papers on security issues that are available on our web site. I think our conclusion is that there
are commercially viable solutions in the market to deal with those risks. It doesn’t eliminate risk
of course, but banking is about taking risks. The question is not about whether or not you want
to accept the risk; you must. The question is, how do you manage it? The point that we are
making to bankers is that you need to use the best technology available. This is a real risk

because on the internet you are not only exposed to people in Hong Kong, but worldwide.
Everybody has access to your web site. You need to continue to upgrade your technology
because while you upgrade the hackers will also upgrade themselves. Don’t think that because
you employ the state-of-the-art today, that you are safe. You’re not. That is a big investment.
The banking sector’s response to this is quite good. They realise that this is necessary. One
response that I’ve seen in the market is to develop this kind of product jointly. For example,
JETCO, which is an association of a large number of member banks, has joined together to
research and develop a product. This grouping can afford the best technology in the market.
As regards the longer term risks, this is more difficult to predict. I think in due course
technology will change the whole competitive landscape. So whether or not you will be
successful in that new competitive environment, very much depends on your judgement of the
market, your investment that you are willing to put into it, and the line of business that you get
yourself into. Of course, I am very confident that our banking sector will be able to deal with it!
Participant: our speaker seems to suggest that there are two distinct areas in the
financial world to take up the internet banking role. One is transactions with the bank
(transfers, buying etc) and the other is on-line purchasing. This is where credit card
payments come in. There is a concern about manpower resources to build up the backend web site. If we do not improve in those areas are we going to wait two or three years
before we can actually do on-line banking transactions with a particular bank?
Chair: Michael Blumer made the point about the costs of installing these systems, linking
the back office to the front office, that it’s a big task which can’t be done in a piecemeal
way, and you highlighted the human resources issue. Cody, you came in to make the
point about the problems of scalability and suggested an alternative approach. So
perhaps you’d like to take that into account in your answers.
Michael Blumer: to go for the merchant processing, it’s possibly more discreet to do that as a
separate role without necessarily having to do too many links to an institution. It’s almost linking
it to a clearing system and that becomes fairly straightforward. Where you are offering on-line
banking services that are above and beyond what you might do on a voice response unit or the
like, then the links and interfaces between different systems as well as those systems that you
are using for marketing purposes – pick this customer because this one we’re going to try to sell
a personal loan to and this customer we’re going to try to give a home improvement loan –
those are quite intensive and require not only the knowledge of existing legacy system but also
of the internet banking system. I think those people are relatively thin on the ground in Hong
Kong. I think that in most cases the mechanics, the people who look after the machines, the
people who design the graphics are there but I think the people who have the experience of
both banking and systems are very thin on the ground. They are the area that if Hong Kong is
looking at how it made itself intellectually in advance of its competitors around the region, that’s
an area it should concentrate on.

Chair: Cody, is that an area you can outsource or is that an area where people can to be
brought in from the outside?
Cody Cain: that’s a separate issue to credit card processing or bank card processing. There
are companies that can handle outsourcing of that technology. There are limited resources in
Hong Kong. However, the processing side is something where there is already an alternative on
the ground and banks do not have to spend the money or the time to develop these processing
systems because they are already available from a well-tested and trusted third party.
Michael Blumer: the other aspect of this is that one side is processing (A+B+C). That itself
is relatively common across the way the financial industry works. When you are talking about a
personal presentation of that institution to a customer, you want to be unique. You want in
some way to present yourself as something different as a financial services provider. That is a
hard thing to outsource to somebody.
Participant: over recent months we have established an office here and we are a leadingedge provider of a lot of technology. We provide scalable solutions today that run on
everything from mainframe to internet and offer technology encryption up to 128 bit etc.
So the technology is available today in Hong Kong and we have the manpower to put it
in. I want to ask you what you see as the major criteria as to why the banks are taking so
long to realise that it’s on the ground today and available today?
Raymond Li: I agree that the technology is available and commercially viable. This is actually
the conclusion of the study group in banking, the findings of which we have published. If your
question is why are banks still hesitant in introducing internet banking, the question is better
addressed to the bankers!
Michael Blumer: my response to that would be that the availability of technology is not
something that necessarily makes the business use it. On-line processing, the ability to do an
on-line transaction rather than a batch transaction was available in 1962/63. Banks did not start
using that until the early to mid ‘70s. Technology is often ahead of the game. We have big pipes
in Hong Kong and the technology infrastructure is very, very good. We have a Cyberport but
that does not necessarily mean that Hong Kong will be any better or worse in internet banking.
I think that the fact that we have encryption means that the bank doesn’t have to resolve that
issue, and the fact that we have scale or technology is not an issue. I think it comes down to
how the business will use that as a competitive edge. In most cases the people who are leading
those institutions will have to come to terms with how they’re going to make that competitive.
We have umpteen different languages. We have umpteen different boxes. We have lots of ways
of skinning the cat and until the business decides how it is going to do it, and make money out of
it!
Participant: We have heard different views. Presenting e-commerce as an opportunity
for the Hong Kong entrepreneur to go and promote their service to the world is kind of

the nice side of the picture. The real side of the picture is that the rest of the world is now
marketing to Hong Kong and that the Hong Kong merchants are potentially losing
business to people who are using e-commerce today. How many people in this room do
use e-commerce transactions for anything from shopping for groceries to buying books
and cds or cuban cigars? It is very seldom that you actually do that today using a Hong
Kong merchant. Some of it, as you highlight, might be the fact that the Hong Kong
merchant has obstacles to overcome as far as not having infrastructure readily available
to clear payment or banks maybe not being very excited or enthusiastic to support them.
I think there is a rosy picture of the potential but there are pretty dark pictures of the
threat of Hong Kong losing business and competitiveness.
Chair: can each of our panelists take a minute to comment on how far is Hong Kong
under threat by the fact that there is an ease of entry into Hong Kong. I believe that the
Stock Exchange report on on-line trading basically said that very shortly on-line you will
be able to trade in maybe 6 or 10 or 25 of the leading bourses in the world and you won’t
need to go through a local broker. So local brokers will either have to innovate very
rapidly or they will just lose out in their business. The technology may be there but
unless there’s a business case to be made the banks won’t push ahead with it. How far
will competition from outside Hong Kong be the driving force?
Michael Blumer: I think that Hong Kong has proven itself to be a very adaptive and flexible
environment. The attraction of foreign workers to come here is because of the nimbleness of
this laissez-faire environment in which we work. I don’t doubt that if there is perceived threat to
the way business operates and its electronic banking or commerce is a way of meeting that
threat then I have no doubt that Hong Kong will meet it. I think that the challenge immediately is
to get in front of it and to use the imagination that has made Hong Kong the success it is. In
using something that is pretty alien to most people in the way they do business. The
environment of connections, of the way that we do business is different from the way that ecommerce presents itself to the way that Hong Kong people do business. I think that’s the
challenge of adapting the technology to the way that has made Hong Kong a success. Not
necessarily copying a North American model or a European model just to duplicate the way we
do processing here. I think that’s the thing that Hong Kong has to look for. That requires a lot
of imagination and rethink about what Hong Kong wants out of e-commerce.
Cody Cain: I definitely see your point that there is a rosy and a dark side to Hong Kong being
able to take advantage and leverage this e-commerce opportunity. To be honest, there are
going to be a lot of companies that fail. There’s going to be banks that are going to fail. There
are going to be merchants who miss the boat completely and do not take advantage of this
opportunity. Companies can’t wait because if they’re so far behind they can’t catch up again.
Now is the time to make the decision and the investment in this opportunity. It may be small
and it may be just the beginning but if it’s not done now then it’s going to have to be a lot more
money and a lot more hassle down the road when you have to catch up with your competitors.
The opportunity lies with the entrepreneurial spirit in this town and it is very flexible and adaptive

to changing market environments. This is a true challenge to the intellectual capabilities of Hong
Kong, Singapore and Japan to compete against some place like the US. Yes, the US is offering
all these great services and web sites, however, how many of those sites are in Chinese? Not
very many. How many of those sites accept Hong Kong dollars? Not too many. On how
many of those sites are you able to pay your bills in Hong Kong? None. So if you start looking
at the opportunities that exist there are a lot of inward looking opportunities available to the
Hong Kong people. People’s Telephone is launching an on-line bill presentation and payment
system. It’ll be the first of its kind that I know of in Asia, where customers can pay their bills
using a credit card over the internet. That’s very significant. It’s companies like that that are
taking the lead and embracing technology to change the way they do business. And those are
the companies that will be successful in the long-term.
Raymond Li: as a regulator I don’t know if I’m in a good position to answer this question, so
whatever view I offer is purely personal! My intuitive feeling is that this must be a positive thing
for Hong Kong. Hong Kong thrives because we sell to the world. So why should we be less
competent doing this in cyberspace than in the physical world? In terms of threats because of
ease of entry into the Hong Kong market, I don’t think there are many barriers, electronic or
otherwise. People nowadays buy things by mail order or long-distance calls. In comparison
with other economies I think we are more used to ease of entry by foreign competitors. They
are everywhere, part of our normal life.

SESSION TWO
CHARLES MOK
CHAIRMAN
HONG KONG INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS ASSOCIATION

Before the other panel speakers begin I would like to just spend just 5 minutes of your time
about my own perspective on the ISP market specifically. As you probably know there are a
lot of old and new players in the market. Even though people talk about Hong Kong having a
lot of ISPs (135 at last count) there are still new players coming in. Besides the existing players
some of the recent notable new ISPs emerging in the market are coming from the fixed network
providers and the cable network providers, some of the mobile companies like SmarTone etc.
You see a lot of companies like that still entering the market. You also see some international
players that have joined the market locally in Hong Kong, like UUnet, and also some of the
ones that are supposed to be coming on-line pretty soon like America Online. Now, some of
the issues that are facing the ISPs:
1. Competition: it is very fierce. Recently in the retail market 2 ISPs have gone to market
their services by giving away PCs even though you have to sign up for 2-3 years term. Still
this means that some of the smaller ISPs will not be able to keep up with this kind of
competition because the business is changing. It is not only about internet access any more it
is about pushing boxes of PCs and peripherals.
2. Dependence: the dependency on the fixed network for local access is definitely one issue
that has always faced the ISP and that is partially also related to the competitive issues we
are facing with Hongkong Telecom which happens to be also the largest ISP in Hong Kong.
3. Pnets charges: (Public Non-Exclusive Telecommunications Services licences) this is
always an issue because in Hong Kong there is a time charge that the ISP has to collect on
behalf of the user and pay to the phone company as opposed to the phone company
directly collecting those fees from the users.
4. International bandwidth: this is also an issue because of the previous monopoly of the
Hongkong Telecom external gateway. The international bandwidth cost tends to be high
and that’s why you would see that a lot of times when you get on line in Hong Kong you will
find international connection speeds to be relatively low and slow. Now, is there going to
be some relief after the facilities-based services are opened up next year? That remains to
be seen.
5. Broadband: there are various different ways of providing broadband issues. Telco
solutions currently in Hong Kong are based on a mixture of ATM and ADSL based
solutions. The cable solutions based on hybrid fibre coaxial. Wireless solutions; the market
is going to be liberalised for the wireless fixed network provider market in the year 2000.
And the satellite option, one of the things that the Pacific Century Convergence Company –
the joint venture between PCG and Intel – is going to work on.

So what about the next wave? These are questions, these are not the only items that I would
propose to be the possible next wave, the next trends of developments for ISPs. Some ISPs
are obviously engaging in external telecommunication services offering IDD and even VOIP
(voice over internet protocol) type of services. Sometimes also with a mix in emphasis in
providing virtual private network services. Could it be content and products? You might notice
for example that IMS recently announced that they would be a major player in the Chinese
portal market globally. What about e-commerce and e-services? Some of the speakers in the
previous session discussed this a little bit. What about application service providers? The idea
meaning that an ISP or service provider would host not just your web site but the applications
that you are using. For example and small or medium sized company could have its accounting
software hosted on the server of an ISP so that it doesn’t have to maintain its own system. Is
that going to be one of the next trends?
Are there any remaining significant players to be consolidated? Strategic relationships with
global carriers: I suspect you will see more and more of these kinds of announcements soon
among ISPs being acquired or working very closely with global carriers. Will they do the
Pacific Internet thing, ie, to get IPOed? Will they follow the same strategy as PI to become a
so-called regional player and list themselves on NASDAQ, or even locally? In terms of
services, what about wireless internet? I personally think that is an area of very high potential
development with things like web access phone protocol, palm pilots etc. There is also an
emerging trend among the larger ISPs in that they are beginning to negotiate local commercial
exchange relationships. In the past everybody just exchanged freely at the Hong Kong Internet
Exchange. That may change. What about the link with China? Obviously this is one of the
largest, rapidly-growing markets in the world.
So these are the issues that I think the panel members today can address.

MAHESH SUNDARAM
MARKETING MANAGER, BUSINESS DESKTOP PLATFORM, ASIA PACIFIC
INTEL CORPORATION
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Before talking about opportunities I would like to paint a picture of the environment that’s going
to be there in businesses, the e-corporation environment, and the environment in Hong Kong.
In that context then talk about what exactly is the ISP opportunity and offer some
recommendations.
We are really moving towards a world of a billion connected computers and a trillion connected
dollars in e-commerce. The research companies vary in their forecasts in terms of what the
revenues are going to be but if you look at a big picture of the vision going out in time, this is
really the environment that is going to exist. But the question that businesses have accepted is
not that there might or might not be e-commerce, but how will the e-corporation be shaped, and
that competition is really about business models.
If you look at the business model that exists today, if you want to go out and buy cds or books
you go from web site to web site to web site to various vendors and get information from those
sites. That is what we call a vendor-centric e-business model. This is where there is going to be
a dramatic change and the internet provides us with this opportunity to have a real leapfrog and
transitioning to what we call a customer-centric model. What this really means is that as
opposed to going from business to business to try to get information, information actually comes
out to you. In terms of the implications, they are something like this; technologically it’s a huge
effort for IT departments. This is a paradigm shift in business to business e-commerce.
If you talk of specific implications, there are three categories of people in the industry:
The first one is the businesses themselves. They face the challenge of providing a certain
quality of service, adapting it to various customer needs – because you’re going to have
business customers and consumers and you need to adapt the whole business model to suit
them. So for the future the personalization of information becomes a key thing for businesses.
Of course there are going to be new target markets that one could reach, new relationships that
are formed online with customers. Relationships that companies have never even thought about
The second thing is new markets in terms of geographic reach. You can go out and touch
almost any market now. In terms of the users who are actually going to be using some of these
technologies, there are going to be new computing tools and technologies. In the context of
Hong Kong if you look at the number of devices that any individual business worker carries (cell
phones, palm pilots, pagers etc) there are going to be new communication and computing tools
available for business workers. That is another change. The one interesting thing that we see

for business workers to be successful in this environment is that more and more of the no valueadded steps that occur in a business environment will disappear and will get replaced by
technology. Especially in a high-cost environment like Hong Kong that is more likely to happen
than, in say, an emerging market. So the no value-added tasks get minimised and the business
worker has to focus on more higher value-added tasks.
The third most important thing is the adoption and availability of technology. The
effective use of technology basically depends on how easy it is to use and how people develop
the skills to use it effectively. That is a big issue.
In terms of information technology managers, if you look at implications for them they really
have to enable the new environment of a customer-centric model with the right applications, the
right technologies, develop a manageable and secure infrastructure for institutions, especially
ones like banks. They have to continue to do more with less, continue to do it at lower cost and
basically allow the business to have flexibility and agility in the marketplace.
If you look at it from a technology point, and again this is the implication of e-business for IT
managers, the whole issue about developing flexibility and agility depends on what kind of an
architecture is really deployed around the current applications that are being used. How do they
evolve into other services like network services? How do middleware services get deployed?
There is a huge change that needs to take place.
So what’s good about Hong Kong? What are the challenges? I think it’s good to have a
vision. There is very strong government vision in an economy like Hong Kong. There is very
good computer penetration. Internet access is becoming good and experience is becoming
better with broadband. Costs are lowering and it’s affordable now. It has the highest fixed
telephone density in Asia Pacific outside Japan and the highest cellular phone penetration and a
free-wheeling market economy. This is the good news about Hong Kong’s economy.
I think the first big challenge is the adoption of the emerging business model. Competition is
really here. If you look at some of the things that are happening; the earlier session focussed on
the slowness of banks going on-line. I think the wait and watch game is not there any more.
There’s really no room for the complacency. The global players are here: Citibank and Charles
Schwab are examples. The other thing is the financial platform for e-commerce which is the
infrastructure that is required to run e-commerce, as in acceptance of credit card payments, the
regulatory authority involvement, the sense of security the consumers need to have.
Hong Kong has about 233 megabytes of internaional bandwidth for Internet connectivity.
Intel Corp has around 256 megabytes! If you think about it the total internet band going out
into the internet is concentrated around the US, Europe and Australia and that needs to change.
The traffic situation is going to change dramatically. I think the infrastructure really needs to be
beefed up. A lot of the datacom providers are becoming telecom providers and a lot of the
telecom providers are getting into the data business. If you go forward in time VOIP is a

possibility that most players are looking into and this is another reason why it is very critical to
have higher and higher bandwidths going into the internet.
We looked at the new customer-centric business model which will require a whole range of
network services, middleware technologies and a wide range of application services. That
whole software infrastructure needs to be available in this marketplace.
Security: when we discuss this inside Intel in terms of how safe it is to use a credit card
transaction or let customers do business with us, one of the things is that today when I use my
credit card to make a transaction I have a slightly edgy feeling that maybe this is not secure and
might be misused. In some cases the web site tells me that it is secure but still there is a 99%
factor and not a 100% factor. That is more dangerous than having security at all in the first
place. I think that’s a very important thing, the ability to secure the user and the data.
The opportunities for ISPs are limited to how much you can think.
Distribution channels: ISPs are becoming a channel, a totally different business from just
internet access. They are becoming a channel for products: companies could sell products to
them and they could become a channel distributor of an aggregation of products and services.
This is a big opportunity for ISPs for going beyond just plain internet access.
Bandwidth: in the short term there is bandwidth to be given to the consumer and businesses.
This is an opportunity which ISPs can look into. E-commerce is an obvious opportunity where
there is a need for e-commerce site hosting services. These are not so easy to deploy. It takes
effort, intellectual property and human resources to make it happen and this is a big revenue
opportunity for ISPs.
Web-design: The other thing is web design. ISPs becoming web developers as a low-cost
option available to small businesses is another opportunity.
Training: as they deploy the technology they are at the leading edge and there are training
opportunities for ISPs.
Data management: Finally, there is an opportunity for the high-end ISPs – people who are
willing to invest – of getting into the data services types of businesses. They can set up huge
server farms to host not just basic e-commerce sites but data centres.
These are the kinds of opportunities available for ISPs in this environment. If you look at the
recommendations:
Business environment: One is that businesses as a whole should embrace the new environment
they are getting into. This is a completely different environment they are going to enter and

provide new innovative services, focus on the core competencies, automate and outsource nonvalue tasks and processes and really focus on the core business itself.
Innovation and e-commerce solutions: this is very critically dependent on the current state of
hardware and software technologies. If you look at it from a technology deployment standpoint
the more unified the architecture is inside the business the chances are that you’ll be able to have
more flexibility and more agility.
Higher bandwidth: a low cost infrastructure provided to APAC. This is a very important thing
for Hong Kong. Fat bytes will really make Hong Kong the choice for an e-commerce hub and
for ISPs this will bring great new opportunities.

HANSON CHEAH
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
ASIATECH VENTURES LTD
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Asiatech is a company that has been commissioned by the Hong Kong government to run part
of the applied research fund in Hong Kong.
This is a collection of thoughts I’ve had about the very frequently asked questions which is
funding sources for internet companies here in Hong Kong. I look at it in many, many different
ways. How a particular company can be funded from the onset of its incubation all the way up
to its exit. Let’s first take a look at Hong Kong and see what are the strengths. If you look at
Hong Kong everybody thinks it’s a gateway to China. It’s always been the trading port that
distributes all the goods and services into China and has always been a service and people
oriented type of economy. With a long history of trading and financial services companies that
provide services to the whole region. Besides financial services we also know that Hong Kong
is a hub for transportation, telecommunications and other types of services. That is very
important.
Hong Kong in the past has always been a commerce and retail centre. The other part I would
like to bring to your attention is that Hong Kong has always been a very powerful place where
the use of technology is much, much more. Hong Kong has never been known in the past as a
place where it’s a producer of technology, but famous for the use of technology. A case in
point is the new airport and the whole MTR system, the Octopus system etc. From the use of
technology, unlike Taiwan, we’ve produced an industry in itself of people who are used to IT
application.
Last and not least we are a movie and entertainment centre. Hong Kong movies have been
prevalent. I remember that’s how I learned by Cantonese! So how do you leverage Hong
Kong’s strengths? We import technology into Hong Kong and apply it creatively to support
Hong Kong ventures.
What are the funding sources here? I run a venture capital firm. The venture capital firm takes a
small chunk of equity in return for some cash in start-up companies at an early stage. But lately
what we have seen is that there are new sources coming into being.
First the traditional private equity investors that traditionally invest in the late stage of nontechnology type companies are starting to realise that a lot of these companies have the potential
to go to NASDAQ and make a killing and therefore make a return. A lot of private equity firms
are therefore coming in to fund internet companies in Asia. Second there are a lot of private
investors in this part of the world. A lot of these people are pretty wealthy individuals. They’re
quite discreet with their money. Through introductions from others they invest in small

companies in Hong Kong and I’ve seen a lot of them being funded that way. Last but not least
what you’re seeing now is the local traditional industry companies are starting to realise that the
internet is a very exciting market. Many companies come to invest in or acquire entire
companies in the internet sector.
Some people may ask the difference in funding from private equity firms versus what we do in
the venture capital area and what happens in Silicon valley. Traditionally you have private
equity firms that manage large sums of money upwards of US$500m. They traditionally invest in
everything from pig farms to breweries to construction companies. Sometimes they do
everything but technology investments. We try to focus only in the high tech arena and in
particular in the internet. You see that a lot of these funding sources like the private equity firms
tend to want to invest in the mature and late stages of the company; probably about 12 months
away from IPO or a year or two into revenue stage. We try to start investing in the
development stage companies. A lot of this has to do with the background of these companies.
A lot of fund managers – with backgrounds as bankers and accountants – typically look at
investments purely from financial investment perspective; how much money can I put in and
how much will I get out. We look at that too but we also consider by coming in early and
putting in some of our own effort, how much can we get out of it? Probably more than some of
the private equity firms can. We take a little more risk in the process.
A lot of the small start-up companies need a lot of hand-holding and the management may not
be complete. We get involved in marketing strategy, introducing contacts and helping them
grow. The minimum investment we have is as low as US$200,000 – 300,000 and up to
US$3m-4m. The private equity firms typically have to invest, because of their fund mandate
because they manage upwards of US$500m, a minimum of US$5m. That’s one of the major
reasons they can’t invest in early-stage companies because for US$5m you can buy the whole
company and that’s not exactly what entrepreneurs are looking for.
The geographical focus is typically Asia. We try to invest in both sides of the Pacific Ocean so
that we attract some of the technology back to this part of the world. We also use the US as a
launching pad for some of the companies as they go there to launch their products. What we
are actually trying to do here is very similar to what Silicon Valley does, with the exception of
the fact the we invest in both sides of the Pacific Ocean whereas in Silicon Valley they are only
interested in something they can drive to!
What do we see as the investment landscape here in Asia? We look at internet companies and
see them as three-layers. You start from the infrastructure where, kind of like building a house,
you have a foundation and you build it up. In the communications infrastructure we’re looking
at a lot of investments in smartcards, in appliances, in broadband technology, wireless
applications etc. The basic infrastructure: the pipes to get data over to the consumer as well as
the businesses.

The second one is technology and services whereby we look at a lot of investments in search
engines, commerce engines etc. Particularly if you look at the very thin layer of professional
services, which are very prevalent in this part of the world, where we are investing into people
that can help other people get onto the commerce services.
Last but not least, when you are finally invested in infrastructure and the services and technology
you are open for business to e-commerce whether it’s selling flowers, stocks or news and
media etc.
We’re investing in a very exciting company which is a pioneer in WAP (wireless application
protocol) which allows internet access over your internet phone. As you know in Hong Kong
and Asia the cellular phone is the staple diet for everybody. There’s a 50% penetration of
cellular phones here. As the market becomes more and more competitive, people are trying to
get more and more out of cellular phones. Telcos are trying to figure out what is the best way to
introduce services to maintain and keep the customer from churning.
We invested in a company called US Web in the professional services area which is a pioneer in
the high-yield designer web site. This company doesn’t just design a web site for the sake of it
but tries to understand the business and to get the business strategy aligned to the technology
platform to be used. They then design the web site and integrate it with the local MIS system so
that business can be done according to business strategy. A lot of people are just designing
web sites for the sake of it and very few actually think about how to align it with their business
strategy.
Some of the companies that have attracted investment from us and other venture capital
companies are:
Auctioneers: the company that started the Star Wars wave. They sell action figures from a web
site that was based out of Hong Kong. When I talk to the private equity bankers they don’t
understand how you can start a company in Hong Kong and no customers here. A lot of
people fail to understand that this is e-commerce. The reason the company is in Hong Kong is
because it’s the toy manufacturing capital of the world. Eighty percent of the world’s toys and
action figures are manufactured within a 30km radius from the Shenzhen border.
Consumer Technology International: this has two businesses. They provide all the system
integration and software for call centre interactive voice response systems that supplements the
whole internet e-commerce base. Research shows that if you put something on the web, plus
you complement it with a call centre to guide customers through to buy things you achieve a
60% uplift in sales revenue. So a lot of people are still less comfortable buying from the net;
they need to talk to a live person.
We also invest using the Hong Kong government’s Applied Research Council’s fund.

Core Power Information Ltd: this provides not only just on-line news and real-time stock
quotes but it supports a Java-based engine that is a technology for stockbrokers who want to
but the whole trading engine front-end to back-end. It integrates with the accounts settlement
system. It allows their customers to start trading from day one. They work on a revenuesharing or sales basis (where they sell the technology to the stockbrokers).
I-Quest: based in Hong Kong. It provides internet solutions to hotels. For business travellers
there is often tremendous frustration getting onto the internet. This company has developed a
system where you can plug in your laptop to any hotel and immediately have broadband access
up to about 400kbps.
What’s hot in Asia? On-line stock trading. Internet stock-trading has created a whole industry
of day traders. In the past when the market was hot you had to try to get through on the phone
and talk to brokers, now it can be done over the internet.
High-end web hosting: as e-commerce becomes more and more prevalent people are looking
for 24/7, standby diesel power generators, 24 hour security etc. That’s the kind of services you
put your host server behind to ensure your e-commerce site is never, ever down.
The next aspect is combining the management consulting aspect into web design; how does the
site integrate with your business strategy?
Outsourcing of internet services: it can be something as simple as outsourcing the entire e-mail
system or as sophisticated as application services. There’s a company in the US called
Employees which outsources the entire HR system. Everything from payroll to taxes to health
insurance. You just access it over the internet browser. You pay as you use.
Wireless applications: I think people love to get data wherever they are. The nice thing about
WAP, especially for a large company, is that you can store huge numbers of phone numbers on
phones.
Consumer auction sites: I am not so sure whether something like e-bay will work in this part of
the world. You need a lot of trust to make sure that somebody’s selling you what they’re
advertising. There’s already a lot of problems in the States with e-bay.

What’s out in Asia?
Pure web design companies: there are a lot of them around in Hong Kong (around 200-300)
producing nice-looking web sites. Either there’s going to be consolidation or bankruptcies.
Narrowband ISPs: everybody’s going for broadband as the internet becomes more and more
prevalent.

Exits: after we’ve invested in a company for a while we look at how we’re going to get the
money back. Companies wonder how they’re going to go to NASDAQ for a listing. Some
people actually wonder what’s going to happen after October 1999 when the GEM (Growth
Enterprise Market or second board) board comes into function, how they’re going to list the
company and get some liquidity and hopefully some cash to run the company. So that’s
something that a lot of people are looking for.
Sale: internet company valuations are up in the stratosphere. US companies that are valued in
such a way could come to Asia and spend maybe 0.1% of their total share price to acquire
many companies around here. But it doesn’t make sense for them to spend the money, time
and effort to build especially when speed is so critical. What happens is that many people are
coming over here; eg, PSI net. There will be more and more from the US coming here
shopping for internet companies. This is a particular exit that we’re looking for.
BOT (build-operate-transfer): with these investments we have a pre-determined exit. We take
a US name brand eg, C-Net, to this part of the world where we build the operations up with a
local joint venture in the hope that we have a pre-determined formula to sell-back to the
company when it becomes successful.
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As one of the early start-ups in Hong Kong we’re the guys at the coal face. Property Market
Intelligence was kicked off about 18 months ago with 3 employees basically providing on-line
research and very detailed analysis to banks, stockbrokers on risk positions, debt workouts and
anything related to commercial real-estate, direct investment or investment vehicles be they
REITS, companies etc.
I am going to try to give you a perspective on how it is to uprate a business here in Hong Kong
in the IT sector. What we found good. What we found not so good. And where we think the
whole thing’s going. Right when we kicked off 18 months ago I knew 3 other companies, now
there’s no way from where we are in Hollywood Road, I could count the number of start-ups
that there are! So how to start a business and how to make money out of it? Given that this is
the internet I don’t suppose the latter part applies as much.
The key issues for us as a start up:
• Funding
• Product development: in terms of how that impacted both on the development process and
on growth as a company. We’re not just talking about products here but about managing
companies that are growing at phenomenal rates; going from 3 to 30 staff in 18 months has
a lot of intrinsic problems just in terms of managing that growth and the expectations of
investors.
• Sales issues
What you’re faced with here in Hong Kong as an IT start up is a number of funding options.
Again, when we kicked off 18 months ago, the options were far more restricted.
Angels: Hong Kong being the business town that it is there are a lot of people prepared to take
risk and I'd say one of the great strengths here in Hong Kong is the Angel’s community. It’s
certainly far more flexible than the one we found in London or even New York.
Eighteen months ago venture capital was extremely limited. Eighteen months ago venture
capital was looking at the idea that you had to have a product and market. We walked in with
a concept and a laptop and asked for US$500,000! That whole industry has just changed
tremendously, particularly in the last 12 months, through the likes of Asiatech and through the
government’s initiative with the Applied Research Council and the large number of the Silicon
Valley and Taiwanese players have now arrived here in Hong Kong. So it’s quite a dynamic
environment with a lot of venture capital out there. They’re finally realising that IT start-ups
don’t need US$5m to get going!

There’s also the corporate approach. There are a number of internet products that would
perhaps benefit a closed community or corporate users; be they banks, manufacturers etc. I
do know of one or two instances where people have been successful raising capital through
that. Obviously the downside is that you’re tied to a particular group of companies and you’re
very much in a closed market.
Finally, there’s the public sector. In Hong Kong the government has been far more savvy than
most other places. They’ve effectively privatised that process by bringing the Applied Research
Council and the venture capital community together so that, in fact, the money is being invested
pretty wisely and isn’t just going out on soft terms.
Given the time we came into the Hong Kong market and that we initially needed US$250,000
to prove a concept we got a group of angels. We went through a further US$250,000 and
beyond US$500,000 to US$1m and then you need to start talking to the venture capital guys
because you’re moving out of your product development and into your business development
and product delivery stage. We used a kind of roundabout route to get there. It seems to have
worked for us though.
Product development issues for us when we kicked off were major; software platform and the
hardware platform. In the last 18 months this has begun to level out. Obviously you have to
make significant decisions: do you go with Oracle, or do you go with NT? How reliable is an
Intel box versus a Sun box? These are all issues because they impact long-term. As a small
company you’re trying to use your capital very wisely without taking more than you need at any
one point and a wrong decision early on costs 10 times as much 6-12 months into the whole
deal. We have also found that the very nature of the internet per se and the things that have
become available on the internet – new technologies, new Java applications are coming out
every week. Just to give you an example, we had a business plan until February 1999. We
don’t sell a new product coming out of Silicon Valley and we had a new business plan by
March 1999. We actually had to go back and rebuild our entire product and delivery
mechanism. So it’s very fast and you have to be way on top of what’s going on. One of the
disadvantages of being out here in Hong Kong is the distance from Silicon Valley which is very
much where this is being driven from. We spend a reasonable amount of time over there now
just staying in touch with what’s happening in the market, particularly on software development
side, but also increasingly on the hardware side. There’s a lot of convergence, a lot of new
changes. That creates a lot of new opportunities for us as a small company. Again, as a small
IT business it means that we’re that bit more nimble and dynamic than perhaps a larger
organisation.
In terms of your timing, obviously one of the beauties of the internet is that you are going in with
a concept unlike the traditional manufacturing or retail role where you take your product in and
you get your money, we are going in with a concept to sell. Timing for us is extremely
important. Probably more important than that though, depending on whichever avenue you

choose to go down, is knowing when to quit. You are, in IT, going to make mistakes. Some of
them your own, other ones thrust upon you by market trends and changes in technology.
Marketing issues: is it advertising or subscription – it all depends on your business model. The
internet is diverging very rapidly and the types of products that are being developed and the
types of models people are using to generate revenues also. We are moving into a situation
where there’s two ways: the content providers and the advertising-revenue guys (very much the
ISP types). The market in the US is changing because the growth curve on the ISPs is petering
out. The value is now shifting on to who owns the content to drive the ISP. From our point of
view it was understanding the market segment and possible revenue sources. We were a very
niche player; commercial real-estate investment, debt vehicles, companies is not a global play –
certainly not at the price point we charge. It wasn’t the type of thing you’d come in, slash a
card and buy. Obviously we put freak components in the net to draw people into our products
but at the end of the day we had to understand we were a content player and therefore a
subscription based service.
Until recently that was kind of a dirty word as a lot of people said it has got to be free. I will
stick my neck out and say that in the next 18 months the fastest growth segment will be in
subscription content in terms of the value placed on internet companies.
Finally, there’s understanding the long-term value of a start-up. Are you focussed on content or
distribution? You’ve got to understand what beast you are. It’s moving too fast. If you get it
wrong or try to get a foot in both camps you could end up with big problems.
It wasn’t easy to raise finance, particularly 18 months ago.
High cost: wages are obviously a big problem. Also, Hongkong Telecom should get line costs
down. I can get it at a third of the cost in Silicon Valley. You will find there’s going to be a
major exodus unless we can get some competitive pricing on the telecoms.
Limited understanding of IT and its application in the local market: it is probably an unfair
criticism of the local market and the limited understanding of IT and its applications for the local
market because it’s such a new industry. Everybody’s learning and I think it would be very
dangerous for anyone in the room to assume they’re an internet expert. We are in right at the
beginning. Nobody really knows the rules of the game yet. In fact, most people haven’t even
figured out which game they’re in.
Visa restrictions: we have a hell of a time getting people into Hong Kong. Right now if you want
database architects and you want high-end people you do have to go to the US. It’s where the
skill sets are. Having said that what we’re looking to do is obviously transfer a lot of that skill
set in here. But when it takes you three months, and you have to sign a letter not to renew your
visa after 12 months and pay a HK$12,000 charge you kind of wonder whether you’re in the

right business. So I would ask for the immigration authorities to ease up on restrictions,
specifically in the case of IT people. It would help the local industry here a great deal.
Limited software development skills: again, that’s simply because it’s a developing market.
This being the internet, one of the things that’s been slightly overlooked in all the big picture stuff
is that the internet is about global access. Having said that you need a strong local software
development and hardware development industry to support you out here. It is happening but
at this stage in the process we do not have a developed skill set here in Hong Kong, certainly to
support the kinds of applications and businesses that perhaps the market needs.
On the good side the access to private capital is excellent. There are a lot of people who are
prepared to take risks. I think people here are clever risk takers. Obviously the low-tax
environment is excellent. It got a whole lot better last year after the breaks for IT companies.
The Applied Research Council is a great initiative and I think a lot of people have given it a little
bit of stick in the press. What I am pleased to see is that the government is focussed on creating
the environment in which IT companies can flourish rather than the big invisible hand saying this
is the way you will do it. That’s why I’m a big fan of the Applied Research Council. It’s putting
it in the market; it’s giving you access. It’s saying get out there and do it.
Hong Kong as an IT centre? I think it will emerge as an IT centre but I think the level of
success will depend on the abilities to capitalise on the current strengths. Hong Kong’s key
industry now is financial and professional services within the Asia region. It’s going to be
creating products, creating services that allows that industry to focus and hand on the cost
benefits to their end-users and their clients. There’s a huge opportunity here to start looking at
what the banking and financial services community wants from the internet. What are the
opportunities for start-ups to meet that demand? Having said that I do think there needs to be a
greater understanding of IT, just generally. I think a cable network isn’t an IT company. I think
we really need to understand that IT start-ups anywhere is about adopting an inventive
approach and finding solutions to problems. Not always huge solutions; we’re not talking
about creating Yahoo! here. That’s been done.
Finally, I think government can play a key role providing it focuses on nurturing the environment
in which entrepreneurs can get out there and develop products and come up with the ideas that
make money.
It really is the beginning of the wave. I think people appreciate that one or two IT companies
are probably overpriced in the US right now and a couple of them maybe here. The issue is
that even if that bubble bursts, and it undoubtedly will at some point, in the long run you are still
looking at a new industry. You’re still in the 1920s trying to pick who’s Ford and who’s GM.
So it’s not a flash in the pan and not something that’s going to go away in 3-4 years. This is a
major move in the way we communicate with one another, in the way we sell things to one
another, in the way we operate logistics. And what will the new business models be and how
will they emerge? Who knows? Coming back to our television analogy, I guess when they first

kicked off tv in the ‘50s no one really knew what it was going to do. The guys who’d seen
Vaudeville said let’s stick all the stuff on tv because that’s what people want to watch. Then
somebody invented the game show and the soap opera and a whole new range of products
designed for the new medium came into being. We don’t know what those new products are
going to be yet, in terms of the internet. It’s all happening. There aren’t any answers right now.
What you have to do is stay on top of the market, keep looking at who’s coming up and start
nurturing that success.
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I’d like to summarise the internet in China with 5 cs.
The first is the cost of access: a lot of people have assumed that the cost of getting on-line in
China has been prohibitively high. This is not the case any longer as access fees etc have come
down significantly, particularly since March 1st . We now see a projected internet population of
6.7m to the end of this year. That’s the official CNIC number. The access cost coming down is
driving up the user population.
The second “c” is computers: the cost of pcs has been coming down recently, particularly with
local manufacturing. Then comes content: there simply isn’t enough Chinese content, followed
by capital: the limits of the market need to be well understood, and finally control: the
regulatory issue that many have focussed on – the Phantom Menace.
China’s internet users base is growing fast. It’s going off the charts. We’re projecting by 2003,
33.3m internet users in China. It’s just beginning to take off. There are 30m mobile users in
China and by the end of the year there should be about 40m. Paging is slowing down a bit. But
there is a tremendous complimentality between the services. We are bullish based on two
aspects: the propensity to consume technology which you see in Hong Kong and you also see
in the mainland; also viral marketing (the word-of-mouth propagation of the internet) which
we’re seeing now in many companies.
It’s getting cheaper to get on the internet. The price of the computer is coming down to roughly
US$1,000 or so. This is thanks to local manufacturing and to Dell and others going in. Prices
will continue to fall around 8% - 10% a year. There’s also a very significant decline in phone
costs. This is after March 1st . Today to get a second line for your home in China is only
Rmb235 whereas previously you were paying Rmb3,000-5,000. That is a sign of tremendous
commitment from the government to get on-line. The prices for fixed lines generally in China is
around Rmb1,000. Hong Kong should watch out as it’s getting a lot cheaper to do business in
Shenzhen.
The cost of access: Chinanet, owned by China Telecom, is now offering US$10-20 a month
for the average internet bill. In China you have the opposite of a volume discount: above 60
hours a month you pay more! You are also seeing introductions of more and more leased lines
for corporates. It’s coming slowly. On top of this you have local telephone charges at around
Rmb1.3/minute for connection. In Hong Kong you have PNETS which is an equivalent.

There is more and more Chinese language content, particularly in the .com area. Of the total
.coms registered in the US China’s number 6 or 7. This is growing very rapidly and there is
tremendous investment and innovation going on in China today in content.
Leading players in content: Sina.com – funded by Goldman Sachs, Government of Singapore,
Softbank. It has received US$34m in two rounds of financing. This is a significant investment
for China. This is really institutional investment going in to create a country worldclass
company. It is actually not just targetting the mainland China market. It is also targetting
Taiwan and overseas Chinese in the US which to some extent diversifies its risk from the
Mainland.
Netease is an interesting company. It is run by William Ding, a 27-year old. We rank it up
there with 2m-3m page views per day, right up there with Sina. It has no foreign investment just
yet.
Yahoo! Chinese. The Chinese offering of Yahoo. Yahoo itself has not opened an office in
China but it will be doing so in the summer. The ability of Yahoo! to leverage its brand name
has been very impressive. But also we shouldn’t forget that although people talk about language
and content, the Chinese are able to read English, even if they’re not able to speak very well
sometimes. Yahoo! is very popular as an English language search engine as much as it is in
Chinese. Sohu is an early player, founded by Charles Zhang. They are now trying to get new
investment in. Zhaodaole is an emerging portal founded by Pat Robinson.
China.com has had an early lead positioning itself as a China play. I think in mainland China it’s
much less known for a number of reasons. From Zhaodaole to News Corp to Capital On-Line,
a domestically funded company, an ISP in Beijing which is profitable! They offer a premium
ISP service. If you are visiting Beijing you can just dial 2621 and you’re on. It adds the ISP
time to your phone bill as they’re 60% owned by Beijing Telecom. But they’re 40% privately
owned. So this is a sign that there are privately-operated ISPs going. They’re now offering
free mail services, like hotmail. Hotmail signed up 500,000 people in China without really
expecting it and without any Chinese text at all on their pages.
When the official statistics tell you 2.1m users but you add up all the free mail sites etc you begin
to think there is something wrong with the numbers.
We haven’t achieved Intel’s corporate bandwidth in China yet. But from the very beginning
there has not been a monopoly of internet gateway provision. Chinanet is under China Telecom
but there is also GBNet under Jitong, CerNet under the Ministry of Education, formerly the
State Education Commission and CSTNet under the Chinese Academy of Sciences.
Interestingly the Chinese Academy of Sciences is now hooking up with the Ministry of
Railways, the Shanghai Municipal Government and others to open more gateways. Bandwidth
is still a problem, particularly on the transpacific aspects of traffic as everything moves usually to

the US. But increasingly there is far more intra-China traffic and there are more and more
operators coming in to service that demand.
China Telecom dominates in terms of wholesale and the ISPs. It is clear that the Chinanet
family of ISPs under the PTA (the Provincial Telecom Administration) dominates across the
board. The more bandwidth you have, the more dial-up lines you have and the more facilities
you have and the more you can thrive.
People talk about nationwide ISPs – I prefer to call them inter-provincial. Basically they’re
licensed from the MII in Beijing saying they can operate in multiple provinces but you still have
to deal with the local problems.
The second type of license is the local one: Capital On-Line; Guangzhou Vision which is under
the PTA. Shanghai On-Line under the Shanghai Information Office. These are some of the
dominant local ones.
The lesson is that you get big quickly and you get government support or in local markets you
dominate based on some local PTA connections. But an ISP business alone is not something
I’d recommend.
Most internet users in China get on-line at work or at school. A survey in conjunction with a
content provider based on 530,000 interviews shows that surfing happens during the
lunchbreak! Again, this shows that the obstacles for getting on-line are not as bad as residential
access and the cost of pcs.
Forty-two percent of users are between 21 and 25 years old. Obviously the demographic in
terms of advertisers is interesting. On one hand the Generation X is clearly in this bracket, but
less interesting is that these people don’t have very high disposable incomes. As we will see
later, 81% of users are college grads still in college. In terms of the demographics it would be
more attractive to have older people.
I think we will see more and more of the urban yuppies getting on-line as their younger siblings
and their companies are getting on line. More and more teenagers will get on-line earlier.
Internet is favoured in China as an educational tool which is very important with the reverse
pyramid of purchasing power. There is a lot of on-line game playing which has brought about a
lot of game company M&A.
At the base of the pyramid of the internet sector in China is the infrastructure, systems
integration (which has involved some foreign capital and equipment); internet backbones are the
preserve of China Telecom.

Prepaid IP phone cards are now selling pretty wildly in China. It’s a scratch card which has a
local number on the back. This is now 30% of IDD and the quality’s good. It’s not pure
internet telephony. ISPs are going to generate a lot of revenues from that.
The reason we look at China’s internet sector as a pyramid is because we believe we should
focus bottom up in China: the infrastructure first, then integration, then the backbones and the
ISPs. We think e-commerce is very interesting for the future but I wouldn’t rush in right now as
there are many obstacles. We believe in the future though that this pyramid will be inverted.
We see internet subscribers in China growing up to 33m by 2003. Pretty much we’re in a
position where China will be a tier one market within three or four years. As you know, China
is the third largest consumer of mobile telephones in the world from the basis of being nothing
four years ago. Advertising revenues: we think this year there will be up to US$9m or 12m of
on-line advertising revenues including a sponsored channel. This will grow to perhaps
US$120m-130m by 2003. It’s a pretty small number if you’re trying to become a Chinese
Yahoo! and there are seven other people doing likewise. This still only represents even by
2003 1.5% of total advertising in China. There’ll probably be more advertising in the physical
world, of stuff going on in the internet than vice versa. So we don’t see pure advertising driven
models as very attractive in the near term. You’re going to need to have subscription or
investment.
If you are looking to invest in China internet, focus on companies with a unique and sustainable
(which I define as more than 6 months in the internet) advantage, which has diversified revenue
streams. There are many regulatory and management risks of course, so focus on the bottom
up. Look for foundation businesses, infrastructure, system integration, peripherals etc. Don’t
go too high up into the world of e-commerce for now and timing is everything. Keep a close
eye on things. Now is a good time to investigate in China.
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There is more Chinese
language content...
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China Internet
Opportunity Pyramid - Future

Internet Regulation in China:
‘The Phantom Menace’
• Internet regulation in China is
– Complex
– Contradictory
– Changing
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• ICPs are a gray area
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will always be sensitive. But most major portals
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China Internet
Opportunities 101
• Focus on companies with a unique and
sustainable (> 6 months!) advantage with
diversified revenue steams
– Regulatory & management risks abound,
so live vicariously through ‘foundation’
businesses (network infrastructure, SI,
dominant portals). Leave e-commerce to
your competitors for time being.
– Timing is everything
– While no one wants to be late to the party,
it’s better to be on time than early

• Uncertain/incomplete legal environment
• Immature payment systems
• Inadequate basic financial infrastructure
• Limited ‘push’ from Chinese enterprises
• Immature consumer market
• Fulfillment
-> Government
role will remain critical
•
-> Focus on gov-gov, biz-to-biz e-commerce
•
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During the discussion session the following points were raised:
Participant: Charles Mok noted that it is easier to get funding now than before. Do you see
that it is becoming more important for internet companies to show profit or to show an
immediate exit in order to sustain this kind of funding activities, or is it going to dry up?
Hanson Cheah: I think Asia has something that is a little bit different from Silicon Valley
where you have a little bit more bullish market. In Silicon Valley we frequently see a lot of
companies which I categorise as the annoyance model: which means you annoy Microsoft so
much they’ll buy you. Those companies actually don’t have a business plan to make money!
They just build a company and accumulate more subscribers or become more annoying and
they get bought out. That’s what venture capital companies are doing; putting money into these
companies hoping that even before they make a dime of revenue they’ll be bought out. In this
part of the world that won’t be the case. We are looking for companies that eventually will turn
a profit. It will be maybe two or three years down the road but we’d like to see a business
model for sure. We would like to see how they’re going to focus on their particular areas of
expertise, the channels of distribution, the customer base etc. All the good stuff that any private
equity or venture capital firm looks for.
Matthew Richardson: from my point of view I am sure there are some pretty crazy valuations
out there based on the fact that a lot of guys aren’t making revenues remotely coming near
profit. What you have to remember with the internet is that it is a global distribution vehicle. At
the end of the day this is the last market frontier for sales; it doesn’t get any bigger and global.
If you get it right, even if it’s a niche it’s a very big niche. And some of the valuations will be
justified. This will be borne out in the long run despite the fact that it’ll take a long time for some
of these guys to get into profit.
Participant: just to follow that point up. The point has been made several times in both
sessions about the uncertainty of what we could call the internet wave. It does seem to me that
in the area of telecommunications people talk about the analog wave and the digital wave, and
now let’s call it the internet wave. Hong Kong’s in a very interesting situation because by force
of circumstances it’s really in the forefront globally of that wave. International simple resale is
having such an impact right now upon IDD tariffs and revenues. And things like mobile
telephony and competition is again cutting into revenues. So the certainties of a revenue stream
are just beginning to disappear and telecom companies, like other companies, are having to find
a way of making money and developing new businesses in this internet wave. It is all about
uncertainty. If you have uncertainty you cannot forecast future profits and future revenues,
therefore you cannot also forecast future costs or opportunity costs. On that basis there is no
deterministic basis of valuing assets. That starts to make some sense of what, on the surface,
appears to make no sense; that is the excessive valuation placed on internet stocks. For
instance, on the NASDAQ there is undoubtedly a big element of speculation there and herding
instincts. It does though raise the basic question of what are the things one should be looking at
in an uncertain future for the strategic positioning of web based companies or internet services

providers or telcos for that future. Is it branding? Is it subscriber base? I foresee a future
where the revenues from basic carriage really are just not in it. We’ve talked about content etc,
where do any of the speakers see the future of strategic positioning coming from?
Hanson Cheah: that’s a very difficult question! Typically when we go for valuation
discussions we do it like when I buy t-shirts from streetside vendors in Bali. They ask for the
price and I cut it by 40% and then we go from there! In reality something called proxy
valuations has evolved. There’s no p/e involved but people say valuations are based on p/f
which means projected fantasy! It all actually relates to what’s happening on Wall Street.
When Wall Street values an internet company for an IPO they have a certain matrix that they
use. For example dollars per subscriber; multiple of the revenue; number of eyeballs; number
of hours subscribers stay on the site. Those are things that they use and we also try to use them
when we do our valuation exercises to get down to a meaningful valuation. We try to say that if
we take this company and project it two or three or four or five years from now, what is the
return that we will get, and then work backwards. It’s an art, not really a science. There’s no
spreadsheet or formula. It’s a whole discussion process.
Duncan Clark: marketing costs are very interesting to look at. When you look at, say,
Yahoo! versus Lycos re internet content, particularly now we see a stagnation of growth of ISP
dial-up customers in the US. Yahoo! spends on average US$1.77 for every 1,000 pages
worth of marketing, versus a Lycos spending US$12. I think the earlier adopters, the ones who
can be dominant in this specific segment early and use that to propel themselves to the next
segment, those are the key companies to focus on. We are going through a new industrial
revolution here and it’s almost like saying who was dominant in canals, would they necessarily
emerge dominant in railways? Those people who are dominant within the next mini wave within
the next big wave are ones which are best positioned and I think things like marketing, where
companies are spending a lot of money trying to get the story out, it may be because they’ve
missed the boat. It’s a very humbling experience for a lot of large companies. Basically those
that get in early and have the internet drive their value forward are those that have the
opportunity to move to the next wave, but they’re not necessarily the ones that can translate that
into success because there’s always going to be technological and market risks. It’s a very
humbling experience for the carriers today with the traditional utility view of IDD revenues
rolling in every month. They have an opportunity to leverage this but they have to move quickly.
Matthew Richardson: re the telcos, I would agree that it’s just diminishing return in the same
way that making cars or making pcs or anything else is. Once there’s a lot of people in the
sector. At the end of the day I suppose there’s a very good reason in knowledge-based
industries as the ultimate content is going to be knowledge. Anything else that isn’t proprietaryowned knowledge, be it information or data, is going to be of diminishing value. It’s going to be
the people who own the proprietary data sources and the actual spin and the understanding of
whatever knowledge they have that are going to own the most valuable bits and pieces on the
internet.

A Participant noted that: funding in this part of the world had become a lot more available.
One of the biggest challenges for people who are trying to do business in IT in general here is
finding the management skills and finding the people in the industry. Are you finding it difficult to
find senior people with management skills in the industry?
Hanson Cheah: there is no perfect start-up. Everything you go to start there’s something
missing. If there were a perfect start-up then it would cost a lot! Typically you have a bunch of
propeller-heads, the technology guys who are good techies with no business sense or you have
a bunch of actual business people who are trying to do a flip but there’s no technology there.
I’d much rather take the technology part. We try to be very creative. There’s a shortage of
talented management people who have both the business and financial view of running a
business as well as an understanding and appreciation of technology. A good manager should
have an appreciation of technology and know how to use technology and how to advance and
distribute products for a technology company. That particular part is very much in shortage.
Not only just in Hong Kong but throughout Asia and even in Silicon Valley with its boom right
now. We even have a programme of “CEOs for rent”. We send out our CEOs and our
management people to help out those guys for a fixed number of months and then after that, if
he likes it he’ll stay with the company. Then we move the CEO to another place. We try to
even be a very active contributing shareholder where we attend very regular board meetings that
can be held once a week to guide the company in the right direction. Those are the things that
we’re trying to make do with in the absence of the kind of talent that we hope to get.

